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The objective is to analyse anaesthesia workplaces in a multidisciplinary operating room facility, to understand the causes for problematic work procedures and to decide for improvements. The analysis include: observations, computerised recording of tasks and movements with the FIT-System, video and photo documentation. Documents are designed to confront the users with their own work situation and to support the explication of their knowledge in a semi-structured interview.

The results are important lacks in: the misplaced devices outside of the human’s zones of reach and view, the difficult procedures to attach the lines between the patient and the devices and inconsistent workplace layouts. The causes therefore are design decision faults during the installation of the facility. The decisions for improvements are: the development of a new concept for a flexible equipment positioning and the design of a tool for cable handling.

The discussion is, that from the project’s beginning the users mentioned the handling of the cables and lines as the mainly cause for work difficulties. But the outstanding ergonomist had a broader view of problems. The used method invokes a mutual (ergonomist and users) learn process and results in a common understanding of the problem’s background.

INTRODUCTION

Where is the Patient?
Where is Ergonomics?

Operating Rooms (OR) are environments of high technology, where human operator or equipment failures have disastrous consequences for the patient’s health. Here, as well as in intensive care facilities, an ergonomic design of the devices and the workplaces is related not only to the worker’s health but although to the patient’s safety. It guarantees the best and most economic use of the skills of physicians and nurses. Furthermore it results in a positive impact to the overall work quality and efficiency of the work procedure.

But the patient is often hidden by an high amount of randomly placed devices. The physician-machine interface mismatches most of the user’s requirements and shows overall a lack of ergonomic and systematic concepts. The question is: Why? What are the reasons for mismatching ergonomic principles?

A project of workplace improvement was carried out to clarify this. Object of analysis are anaesthesia’s workplaces in a multidiscipline surgery facility.

METHOD

1. Status quo analysis
   Inspection of the workplaces, observation of work procedures, photo/video documentation.

2. Work analysis with the FIT-System
   The FIT-System (Flexible Interface Technique) is for multi-purpose recording of observational data (Held & Krueger, 2000a). Objectives are:
   – The anaesthetist’s tasks during surgery.
   – The team members movements during the process of patient preparation/induction.
   – The distribution and allocation of tasks in the team work of preparation/induction.
   – The observations (head movements) during the intra-operative work stage.

---

3. Expert-Users Interviews

A semi-structured or narrative interview with all 22 questions. Three of them for a rating about the layout and the usability of the OR equipment. The rest for the description of work procedures, tasks classification, work problems and ideas of improvement. All questions are combined with material to show the context, i.e. photographs and layout plans. Interview duration is one hour.

RESULTS

Status Quo Analysis

The most important technical devices for the anaesthetist are the respirator and the monitor of the patient’s vital signs. The status quo at all work places (8 operating rooms) shows, that the monitor is placed on a ceiling device. It’s position is behind a beam of media support under the ceiling. The respirator stands on a moveable trolley on the floor (figure 1).

Figure 1: Status quo of work place layout in the OR. Entrance door (E), Anæsthetist (A), Patient (P), Respirator (R), Monitor (M) and the media beam (MB) under the ceiling.

FIT-System Analysis

a) Time to tasks - intraoperative

In the four observations (routine cases), the anaesthetist spend during the surgical procedure 22% time (deviation 3%) for to control and manipulate the monitor and respirator and 26% time for the tasks related to the patient (figure 2).

Figure 2: Mean values of the time sums (four surgical procedures) needed for the anaesthetist’s tasks.

b) Movements of team members

Ten anaesthesia teams were analysed. Each team includes an anaesthetist and one to two anaesthesia nurses. The results FIT-System analysis shows no correlation but a high diversification in the movements or links of the team members.

c) Observations - Head Movements

In a FIT-System inspection during surgery, the anaesthetists changes in 200 minutes 118 times his observation focus between patient and monitor. In a further inspection he changes his observation focus in 170 minutes 1200 times from one place to another. 208 head movements between the monitor and the handheld protocol were registered in 57 intervals.

d) Distribution of tasks in the team work
The inspection of task to team member distribution shows an high amount of small activities. Dominant is the task „range the work place“ (figure 4).
position!“) more time and efforts were necessary to moderate the learning processes in the interviews - especially to prepare materials for confrontation and visualisation. The latter needs to have a „self-focusing appeal“ (ECO, 1987). For example: The users were not much interested in how many time they spend for the several tasks, as shown in figure 2. But the effect of confrontation was reached with images of their passages, as shown in figure 3.

The same effect was reached with photo documents, snap-shots of work situations, especially bad work positions or situations of intersections.

It seems, that user-oriented disciplines like ergonomics need a good qualification in user-oriented visualisation. This is in fact design work, but: Before any activity of problem solving starts.

To be aware of hidden Interpretations

The worst case of expert-user communication is the unidirectional information (figure 5, situation A). The expertise is a result from the expert’s way to recognise and interpret. Everyone will deny to use such approaches in ergonomics or design - it is a matter of course to have an information interchange (figure 5, situation B). But the risk is, that the mutual interpretations rests unspoken or hidden.

The worst case of expert-user communication is the unidirectional information (figure 5, situation A). The expertise is a result from the expert’s way to recognise and interpret. Everyone will deny to use such approaches in ergonomics or design - it is a matter of course to have an information interchange (figure 5, situation B). But the risk is, that the mutual interpretations rests unspoken or hidden.

A certain strategy and principles (Held & Krueger, 2000b) can initiate and moderate the co-operation of interpretations (figure 6).

Figure 6: User - Expert interaction. Information (i) and co-operation of interpretations (ip) effected by „Thing-Think objects“ (TTO).

CONCLUSION

Participatory Ergonomics is a process where users and ergonomist together can solve over a long period of time work related problems (Held, 1998). That requires qualification or learn processes in the beginning of a project and is often ignored in user-oriented approaches (ISO 13407, 1998). But then more time is needed to try to match the user’s requirements in several cycles of trial and error and often such developments ended with the latter one.

Therefore it make sense to invest in a co-operation of interpretations before starting the co-operation of actions. Than design as problem solving isn’t the problem but the right way to find an adequate problem recognition and understanding - that seems to be the challenge.

The users in the presented project conclude: „Thank you very much - we have learned a lot!“.
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